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ABSTRACT 
 
In this project, computer software is used to design and analysis axle and brakes assembly. MATLAB and SOLIDWORKS are used for 

designing, analysis. While designing various types of disc brakes were considered. A mathematical model is designed in MATLAB to 
check the efficiency of the system. SOLIDWORKS is used to design the cad model and analysis stress. To enhance the ability to visual 

display graphical features were incorporated in the software. The use of software increases accuracy decrease the complexity and time 

required. 
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Notations:  

aavg=avg. deceleration in g units 

v=sample velocity of vehicle in m/s 

s=stopping distance in m 

a =actual deceleration in g units 

Mr=static mass of rear axle (kg) 

C.G.fx=center of gravity from front axle (in m) ,h=vertical distance of C.G. form ground (m) 

M=total mass (kg) 

WB=wheel base (m) 

Mr=static rear axle load (kg) 

M=total vehicle mass (kg) 

Ψ =static load distribution 

Mfdyn=dynamic mass of front axle (kg) 

Mrdyn=dynamic mass of rear axle (kg) 

M=total mass (kg) 

a=deceleration (m/s2) 

Bf=braking force (N) 

T=braking torque (N-m) 

R=effective radius of tyre (m) 

r=speed ratio b/w tyre and brake 

re=effective radius 

D=outer usable diameter 

d=inner usable diameter 
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C=clamp load (N) 

T=braking torque (N-m) 

Uf=coefficient of lining of disc material  

n=no of friction faces 

KE=kinetic energy (joules) 

M=total mass (kg) 

V=sample velocity (m/s) 

t=time of braking (sec) 

v= sample velocity (m/s) 

a=actual deceleration (in g unit) 

P=avg. power (in watt) 

E=total energy (joules) 

t=time of braking (sec) 

q=heat flux (watt/m2) 

Tmax=max temp disc temperature (®c) 

t=time of braking (sec) 

ρ=density of material 

c=specific heat capacity of material 

k=thermal conductivity 

Tamb=ambient temperature 

Fcal=force on one side due to movement of piston (N) 

C=clamp load (N) 

Pcal=pressure on piston (N/m2) 

Fcal=force on calliper (N) 

A=area of piston (m2) 

Pmc1=pressure of master cylinder 1 

Fbp = the force output of the brake 

pedal assembly 

Fd = the force applied to the pedal pad 

by the driver 

 L2 = the distance from the brake pedal 

arm pivot to the output rod 

L1 = the distance from the brake pedal 

arm pivot to the brake pedal pad 

Pmc2=pressure of master cylinder (n/m2) 

A= area of master cylinder (m) 

Ur=coefficient of friction b/w road and tyre 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The problem with current trolleys is that it is hard to stop them on slop when loaded. To solve an axle 

mounted with disc brake is designed. While designing the system evaluation of force, pressure, torque, heat 

dissipated and coefficient of friction is done.Braking system is mainly 

usedtodeceleratevehiclesfromaninitialspeedtoagivenspeed. Frictionbasedbrakingsystemsarethe common 

devicetoconvert  kinetic energy into thermal energy through friction between the brake pads and the rotorfaces. 

The aim of this work is to virtually prepare a system using software which can be implemented on the 

trolleys. While designing this system different type of disc brakes are compared to understand which system will 

be good to use. Use of software decreases the complexity and time and increases the accuracy and efficiency. 

Using this system different iteration can be done using different materials to find the suitable material in less 

time. 

[1] To understandthe basic structure, working of brakes and Parameters that affect the design and actuation 

of brakes.Design of pedal and linkages. Selection of master cylinder according to the system requirement.[2] 

Design of a part model of assembly in Solidworks.Solidworks bible is a desk reference for beginning and 

intermediate SolidWorks users.[3] Programing of Matlab is explained very simply and various examples are 

given to understand programming. [4] For the calculation of axle diameter and properties of different materials 

like strength, elasticity etc.[5] William C. Orthwein included a large no of friction material that can be used for 

brakes. Different materials were iterated according to friction coefficient, and strength. 
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Classification of Brakes: 

The disc brakes can be classified according to many categories. In this classification is done on the basis of 

actuation- 

1 Wire actuated  

2 Hydraulically actuated  

 

Wire actuated disc brake: 

This type of disc brake is used in bicycle. When hand lever is pushed wire is strained which push the 

friction pads against rotor and brakes are applied. 

 

Hydraulically actuated disc brakes: 

This type of disc brake is used in motorcycles and cars. When pedal or lever is pushed brake fluid flow 

through brake line and push piston of calliper which push friction pads against rotor. This type of brake have 

better braking force then wires actuated ones because force acting on rotor can be increased without changing 

the force being applied on the pedal. 

 

Heat generated: 

Brakes convert kinetic energy into heat. When brakes are applied friction pads rub against rotor, which 

generates heat. This heat is dissipated by the surface area of rotor. The heat generation depends on coefficient of 

friction, kinetic energy, potential energy, area of radiating surface etc. 

 

Design and Analysis of system: 

For the brakes calculation matlab program is made. Design and analysis of axle is done using solidworks. 

During design of matlab program the fundamental formulas are used. 

 

Programming description- : 

The program for design is written using matlab. The program is structured into three modules as follows- 

Input stage, Analysis stage and output stage. 

 

Input stage: 

During this stage, the basic parameters are provided by user. The code is written in such a way that it can be 

used by any person. 

 

Analysis stage: 

During this stage, computer carries out the task using written code and input provided by user. The output is 

saved in temporary memory. 

 

Output stage: 

This is the final stage of program. In this stage the output of the analysis is displayed to user. The output 

includes calculated values and graphs. 

 

Program pseudo code: 

Read the following datas: 

1)Read enter velocity into v 

2)Read mass of vehicle into m 

3)Read wheelbase into wb 

4)Initialise g as 9.8. 

5)Read center of gravity from the front axle into cg. 

6)Read height of center of gravity from ground into h. 

7)Read radius of disc into r. 

8)Read outer diameter of disc into h. 

9)Read inner usable diameter into d. 

10)Read coefficient of fricition in disc into uf 

11)Read number of friction faces into n. 

12)Initialise rho with value 8050. 

13)Initialise c wth value 54. 

14)Initialise k with value  490. 

15)Read diameter of piston into dia. 

16)Read ambient temparature into Tamb. 

17)Read Force applied by driver into Fd. 
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18)Read length of paddle from hinge into p1. 

19)Read length of output rod from hinge into p2. 

20)Read area of master cylinder into Amc. 

21)Read friction coefficient of road into ug. 

21)Read angle of inclination(in degree) into Q. 

 

Calculations: 

1)Define t1 as linspace(0,1.8598). 

2)Calculate (v^2)/(2*g*s) and store initialise Aavg with this value. 

3)Calculate actual deceleration in g units as ' (v*Aavg)/(v-0.3*g*Aavg) '  . 

4)Calculate static mass of rear axle(in kg) as 'cg*m/wb ' . 

5)Calculate static load distribution as 'Mr/m' . 

6)Evaluate h/wb and initialise X with this value. 

7)Calculate Dynamic Mass Force as: 

.of front axle as ' ((1-si)+(X*a))*m'. 

.of rear axle as 'm-Mfdyn' . 

8)Calculate brake force as 'm*a*g' . 

9)Calculate brake torque as 'Bf*r' . 

10)Calculate Effective radius as '(D+d)/2' . 

11)Calculate Clamp Load as T/(re*uf*n) . 

12)Calculate braking heat kinetic energy as 'm*(v^2)/2' . 

13)Calculate Breaking Time as 'v/(a*g)' . 

14)Calculate Breaking Power as '(breaking heat kinetic energy)/t ' . 

15)Calculate Heat flux on one side as '4*(breaking power)/(pi*((D^2)-(d^2)))' . 

16)Calculate single drop temparature as '(0.527*q*(sqrt(t))/(sqrt(rho*c*k)))+Tamb' . 

17)Calculate required calliper force as 'C/2' and store it in Fcal . 

18)Calculate pressure on piston as '(required calliper force)/(pi*(dia^2)/4)' . 

19)Calculate Force applied by driver as 'Fd*(p1/p2)' . 

20)Calculate pressure of master cylinder as '(Force applied by driver)/Amc . 

21)Calculate force applied on caliper as '(pressure of master cylinder)*A*2 '  and store it in Fcal1. 

22)Calculate force required to keep kart static as  f=ug*m*g*sin(Q*3.14/180) . 

)initialise S as (v*t1)-(a*(t1.^2)/2) and plot(S,t1) 

 

if Fcal1>Fcal  then 

ifFcal>f   then 

display System is good to use. 

else display System cannot be use. 

end if 

else display System cannot be used. 

end if 

 

Numerical example: 

Assumption And Given Values: 

Stopping distance – 3 m 

Velocity – 10km/h (2.778m/s) 

C.G.- x coordinate -15” from rear axle (0.381m)  

Distance of cg from ground- 7.01” (0.3302m) 

Wheelbase –30” (.762 m)  

Force applied by the driver on the pedal (Fd)= 50 N 

Pedal ratio -4/1  

Coefficient of friction b/w ground and tyre-.7 

Angle of inclination-30 degree 

 

For Hydraulic Brakes: 

Diameter of piston-:26 mm 

No of piston – 2 

Thickness of disk – 5  

Bore size of master cylinder=1 inch 

Diameter of disk -200mm 

Usable outer dia.-198.5mm 
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Usable inner dia-170mm  

Coefficient of friction b/w disk and friction pad-.3 

 

Solution: 

For Hydraulic Brake: 

actual deceleration in g unitsa = 0.6750 

static mass of rear axle in kgMr = 50 

static load distributionsi = 0.5000 , X = 0.4333 

DYNAMIC MASS DISTRIBUTION 

dynamic mass of front and rear axleMfdyn = 79.2509 ,Mrdyn = 20.7491 

BRAKING FORCEBf = 661.5193 

BRAKE TORQUET = 66.1519 

EFFECTIVE RADIUSre =0.1843 

CLAMP LOADC = 598.3892 

KINETIC ENERGYKE = 385.8642 

BRAKING TIMEt = 0.4199 

BRAKING POWERP =918.8503 

HEAT FLUX ON ONE SIDEq = 1.1140e+05 

SINGLE DROP TEMPERATURE RISETmax =29.6067 

Required CALLIPER FORCEFcal = 299.1946 

PRESSURE ON PISTONPcal = 5.6353e+03 

FORCE APPLIED BY DRIVERFbp = 200 

PRESSURE OF MASTER CYLINDERPmc =3.9471e+05 

force applied on caliperFcal1 = 4.1913e+04 

force required to keep kart static f = 342.8423 

system is good to use 

 

For Wire Actuated Brakes: 

actual deceleration in g unitsa =0.1524 

static mass of rear axle in kgMr =50 

static load distributionSi =0.5000, X =0.4333 

DYNAMIC MASS DISTRIBUTION 

dynamic mass of front and rear axleMfdyn =56.6047 , Mrdyn =43.3953 

BRAKING FORCEBf =149.3687 

BRAKE TORQUET =11.9495 

EFFECTIVE RADIUSre =0.1450 

CLAMP LOADC =137.3505 

KINETIC ENERGYKE =385.8642 

BRAKING TIMEt =1.8598 

BRAKING POWERP =207.4731 

HEAT FLUX ON ONE SIDEq =9.1091e+04 

SINGLE DROP TEMPERATURE RISETmax =31.4857 

CALLIPER FORCEFcal =68.6753  

FORCE APPLIED BY DRIVERFbp =190 

FORCE REQUIRED TO KEEP KART STATICf =342.8423  system cannot be used. 
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Fig. 1: Stress analysis of shaft 

 
Fig. 2: Displacement vs Time 

 
Fig. 3: Velocity vs Time 

 

Discussion of result: 

The program was tested by changing the parameter. To stop the cart using wired disc brake we need to 

apply at least 85.71N force on the lever. In same condition the kart can be stopped using less force if the 

hydraulic system is used. The braking distance can be reduced by increasing the braking force, coefficient of 

friction, area of piston, no of piston. Wire actuated brakes can be used in small assemblies because it is 
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economical to use. Hydraulic brakes would be used where more braking power and holding power will be 

required. Fig. 1 shows that the relationship between displacement and time when brakes are applied. Fig. 2 

shows that the relationship between velocity and time. Fig. 3 shows that the stresses acting on the shaft when 

brakes are applied. 

 

Conclusion: 

The aim of this work was to design a system of axle and brakes which can be used for real time application 

using computer software. The developed program is user friendly. Program was tested on large range of values 

of variables; the result obtained shows the validity and accuracy of program. The use of this program to analyse 

the design of this system will save the time and will increase the accuracy. 
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